“Skebby… has allowed us to reach our campaign
users in a way that's fast, reliable and extremely
competitive within its market”
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Mioindirizzo was seeking a new SMS provider in
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Mioindirizzo integrated the Skebby SMS Gateway into
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Update users in broadcast as you prefer
or during live events as they happen. Use
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comments which you can repost and
share.

Mioindirizzo integrated the SMS Gateway into its own
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Benefits delivered

Integrate SMS for alarm systems,

"Thanks to Skebby we've been able to integrate a
new method into our system, allowing us to reach our
campaign users in a way that's fast, reliable and
extremely competitive within its market" explains
Andrea Colognese, CEO MioIndirizzo.

www.skebby.com

troubleshooting and fault management,
so as to send an immediate, personalized
notification to staff/help desk centres.

